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WEDNESDAY, NOV. 26, 1913.

In Charge of This Issue

THE CROSS-COUNTRY STORY
We have had a communication which is too long to print, criticizing our report, in last Monday's issue, of the I. C. A. A. A. A. for its lack of interest first-hand details of the race. After admiring the justice of the criticism, we wish to point out that our lack of men compelled us to rely on the members of the team for our information, and that they did not return until after Monday's paper was in press.

Of course, if we had been financially able to hire a man to report the paper and come back early, we could have run a much better story, but needless to say, that was out of the question. We venture to assert that practically every fault of THE TECH can be traced, like this one, directly to lack of support.

The Tech Show lyceum competition offers a great opportunity to anyone who has any inclination toward drama. Good lyrics are an essential part of a good show, and the man who can write them is performing a real service. The variety of names and meters is great enough to satisfy each special preference, so every man should try at least one.

The way in which the activities have been keeping THE TECH in touch with their affairs is decidedly encouraging. Since the best efforts of our limited number of men cannot insure our being informed of every interesting occurrence, it devolves upon each activity to make sure that its members read the paper. As the activities themselves are dependent upon this publicity, we think they should keep up the good work.

ANNUAL HANDICAP CROSS-COUNTRY RUN

Party To Walk Over Course This Afternoon—Leave North Station At 2.14.

The entry book for the Annual Handicap Cross-Country Run has been posted in the Union. This is the final cross-country event of the season, and anyone is eligible upon payment of the annual dues of the I. C. A. A. A. and a handicap time. The handicap is very liberal and runs up to the limit of six minutes. The course is about seven miles long, running over hills and fields for the first part after which a road is followed for about two miles, then the trail is again laid through the fields. The race ends up with a sprint across the town greens.

A rail will be laid over the course for the benefit of any who do not know it. Best 15 will leave the North Station this afternoon at 2.14 to do this, and anyone who would care to walk over the course can accompany him. Tickets should be bought from Best as they can thus be had cheaper.

BANJO AND MUSICAL CLUBS

Preparatory to the concert Friday night, the Banjo and Mandolin Clubs will hold the most important rehearsal so far this season in the Union at that afternoon. No excuses for absence will be accepted; all men on these two clubs must be present.

SOPHOMORE ELECTIONS

(Continued from page 1.)

The votes for the representatives for the Institute Committee were well scattered among the large number of candidates, but P. H. Duff and K. T. Dean won fairly by good majorities. Duff played end on the football team in Freshman and Sophomore years. He comes from Charleston. Dean ran on the class relay team last year and has also done other track work. His home is in Broomfield. He is a member of Sigma Alpha Epilon fraternity.

L. T. Hill and L. Lawson were chosen as representatives to the Athletic Association. Hill is from Marblehead, and belongs to Lambda Phi. He is a member of the Mandolin Club, and that was the Sophomore football team this year. Lawson is from St. Francisville, La. He belongs to Sigma Alpha Epilon, and is best known for his work in pole-vaulting.

FACULTY NOTICE

Problems in Physics Heat 802 due Dec. 1, 1913, at 9:00 a.m. in 4 Walker. The answers in the old edition of the problem book were announced in lecture. The corresponding numbers in the new edition are: 8, 15, 26, 33, 45, 57, 59, 62 (72 and 73), 80, 87, 90, 91, 162 and 104.

C. L. NORTON.

The report of the officers of Trinity show that the scholarship has suffered a slump. The president says that "more men were dropped for delinquency in scholarship than in any year for some little time.”

Too Many Overcoatings on Hand

THE WEATHER HAS BEEN AGAINST US

Reduced Prices

THAT WILL BE WORTH WHILE

Old Colony Trust Company

Capital . . . $6,000,000
Surplus . . . 8,000,000

Equipped to Furnish Every Banking Facility

One account commands the services of two centrally located banking offices

17 Court Street 52 Temple Place
Boston

Now is the time and this is the place To Buy

That Winter Suit or Overcoat

Hundreds of High Grade Fabrics from which to select Prices, $25.00 and up

We cater especially to Tech Trade

PRESS & HERBERT TAILORS
460 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
OFF. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
PHONF BACK BAY 2937

Established 1849

MACULLAR PARKER COMPANY

[400 Washington Street
Boston

Manufacture in workshops on the premises and offer for immediate use

Clothes for College Men

Attention is called to an importation from London of Overcoats in ultra styles—very desirable—made specially to order.

Stetson Hat Department
Fine Furnishing Goods

MACULLAR PARKER COMPANY

400 Washington Street

18 School St., $43 Washington St., Harvard Sq.
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